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EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENT OF THE AMOUNT OF
PRECIPITABLE WATER VAPOR IN ATMOSPHERE WITH GLOBAL

POSITIONING SYSTEM

ABSTRACT

The Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking network was established to provide high
precision navigation and geodetic positioning. The system consists of satellites in orbit
around the earth and a ground-based network of support stations to update the
ephemeredes and clocks.

A constellation of GPS satellites transmit atomic-clock controlled L-band signals to
receivers on the earth. Time delays of the signal travel paths from multiple satellites to a
single receiver are used to establish the ground position of the receiver. Data recorded by
GPS receivers at fixed locations will show signal path delays caused by a variety of
effects.One class of GPS-signal delays can be directly attributed to the passage of the

As the GPS signals travel
through the troposphere,  they are subjected to the refraction that causes propagation
delay, in turn, tropospheric error in GPS measurements. The troposphere is a non-
dispersive medium at the GPS frequencies, which means that the propagation delay does
not depend on the frequency of the signal. By taking a receiver at a known location, then

calculated. Usually a distinction is made between a wet delay caused by water vapor, and
a hydrostatic delay caused by a mixture of dry air and water vapor that is considered to be
a in hydrostatic equilibrium. Almost 90 % of the total occurs in the hydrostatic
component, which varies slowly with time. The hydrostatic delay is dependent on
atmospheric conditions, mainly pressure, and can easily be removed from the total
tropospheric delay, leaving only the wet delay  by easily modeling with the assumption of
hydrostatic equilibrium to an accuracy at a millimetre level Mendes and Langley. The
hydrostatic delay is much larger, 2.2 - 2.4 cm in the zenith direction. However, it can be
predicted with high accuracy based on the surface pressure observations.

Unlike the hydrostatic part, the wet part has strong spatial and temporal variations.The
effects of wet delays to the individual satellites are mapped to the zenith direction using
sophisticated mapping functions that give one value of zenith wet delay, ZWD,
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with the range can 10-40 cm, for a give antenna location. On the other hand, it is well-
known that appreciable water-vapor contents and clouds are almost entirely confined to
the troposphere.

Hence troposphere is the seat of all important weather processes and the region
where interchange by evaporation and precipitation (rain, snow, and so forth) of
water substance between the surface and the atmosphere takes place.

Recently atmospheric scientists have shown that to improve weather forecasting
accuracy significantly,measurements of Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV), which is
defined as the height of liquid water that would result from condensing all the water
vapor in a column from the surface to the top of the atmosphere, can be used.

In this study, we present an alternative approach  to model the tropospheric wet delay by
using  our model equation for PWV developed as a function of partial pressure of water
vapor, only  and GPS/MET data, a purely independent data set, instead of GPS
observables.

In this study, by taking into consideration the suitability of meteorological data
(GPS / MET) which has been obtained from International GPS Station (IGS), the data for

Especially, after making suitable
temperature and relative humidity data to use in developed model, by benefitting from
MATLAB programme the desired result is attained. Temperature and relative humidity
data has been made suitable to equation of saturated local vapor pressure units. In the
model equation which has been developed in order to reach the information of
precipitable water vapor the ratio which is for reducing error rate beside local vapor
pressure factor is used. The ratio is obtained by benefiting from latitude data in

order to predict zenith wet delay in MATLAB programme by using suitable formulas
some operation is made. The result of the model has been compared with the available
and valid result of MENDES wet delaying model. In order to test the validity of
operations the same operation is made with the data which is taken from IGS- ANKR
stations, and then it is seen that the results are meaningful.

s wet delay model and the approaching model equation, which is created in this
study, are used to obtain Precipitable Water Vapor measurements (PWV). When it is

loud and clear. In addition, by associating local water vapor data, wet delay (ZWD) with
PWD in model equation, the information about factors, which lead to error for wrong
prediction, is reached. It is learned that both ISTA station model and valid Mendes model
have same characteristics and similar numerical values.


